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We study the bifurcation diagram of the family 
f=y 
where I= [3(n- 1)/2] (n>2) and 1, is small. When I= 1, it corresponds to the 
Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation. Q 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. 1~77~0DucTIoN 
Some authors (see for example [7]) have conjectured that 
n-parameter family Xj,, 
the 
f=y 
j=x2+io+i1 y+&xy+i3x3y+ ... +x/y, 
(1.1) 
where I= [3(n - 1)/2] (n 2 2), is a versa1 unfolding of the vector field 
i=y 
3 =x2 f x’y. 
(1.2) 
By this it is meant that for any unfolding Ys of (1.2) with p E R” (that is, 
Y,, is the vector field (1.2)), there exist a neighborhood V of the origin of 
the phase plane and a local continuous mapping I= cp(/?) (iE R”) at p = 0 
which sends the bifurcation diagram of Y, into that of X, on V. A proof 
has been given by Bogdanov [ 1 ] for n = 2 and by Dumortier, Roussarie, 
and Sotomayor [2] for n = 3. The case n = 4 has been almost completely 
treated by Li and Rousseau [7]. We intend to make here the same type of 
study of the general case as is made in [7] for the cusp of order 4. 
One can show that any unfolding Y, of (1.2) can be transformed by 
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FIG. I. A cusp. 
smooth changes of variables depending continuously on the parameters 
into the form 
.t=y 
(1.3) 
See [2] and [7]. Let us remark that some terms of the form xky are mis- 
sing in (1.1) as opposed to (1.3); they are those for which k= 2 (mod 3). 
At the origin of the parameters, ( 1.1) (or ( 1.3)) looks like a cusp. See Fig. 1. 
When &, > 0 (for small y0 > 0), ( 1.1) (( 1.3)) has no equilibrium points in a 
neighborhood of x = 0 and y = 0. The hypersurface l,, = 0 (a part of y0 = 0) 
is saddle node bifurcation set; if I., # 0 (vI # 0), the origin is a saddle node, 
but if A, = 0 (7, = 0), it still looks like a cusp. For &, < 0 (for small y0 < 0), 
a focus and a saddle coexist. The main parts of the problem are first o 
determine the maximum number of limit cycles between the focus and the 
stable (or the unstable) manifold of the saddle point; second, to determine 
their behavior when the parameters are varying. 
By blowing up (1.3) when y0 < 0, that is by setting 
xl-s x/s*, Y I-+ Y/d39 t I-+ bt, yo= -d4, 
y,=~*(/-i+I)pi I for 1 GiGI- 1, 
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we obtain 
i=y 
j= -1 +x2+6$, y+~2xy+jL,x2y+ ... *x’y)+o(6k), 
(1.4) 
where k = 21- 1. The problem of seeking the limit cycles of (1.4), for small 
6, is reduced to that of searching for the zeros of 
P(h)-h=6’ j (p, y+p2xy+/4x2y+ ... fx’ydx +o(Sk), 
rh 
where I-, is an oval of the Hamiltonian H(x, y) = y2/2 + x-x3/3 
(-z< h < f), P the Poincare map, and o(6) a function of 6, h, and the 
parameters. This method is often called the Melnikov method (see [3]). It 
can be proved that every integral of the form 
Ik=j xky dx, (1.5) 
rh 
where k = 2 (mod 3), is a linear combination of the other I, (i < k) (see 
[9]). The study of the zeros of P(h) - h is then reduced to that of 
I (~,(P)Y+~~(P)xY+c(~(B)x~Y+ ... +x'v)dx+4@, (1.6) rh 
where I & 2 (mod 3) and where we have resequenced the pis. If we had 
blown up ( 1.1) instead, we obviously would have obtained 
I (v, y+v2xy+v,x3y+ ... +x’y)dx+o@), rh (1.7) 
where o(6) is as before a function of 6, h, and the parameters. We shall 
prove the following in Section 3: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 6 = 0. Then the bifurcation diagram of the zeros of 
(1.7) is the same as that of the zeros of a polynomial of degree n - 1 over a 
finite interval. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 6 = 0. Then the zeros of ( 1.6) are those of a polyno- 
mial P(x, a) of degree n - 1 over afinite interval, where the coefficients r&l) 
of P depends continuously on /I. 
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In Section 2 will be given the definitions needed to understand the notion 
of bifurcation diagram of the zeros of a function F(.r, p) (see Definitions 2.3 
and 2.4) and the notion of similarity ofbifurcation diagrams (see Detini- 
tion 2.5). From Theorem 1.1, we then make the following natural conjec- 
tures: 
Conjecture I. The bifurcation diagram of the zeros of (1.7) is the same 
as that of the zeros of a polynomial of degree n - 1 over a finite interval. 
Conjecture 2. The bifurcation diagram of the limit cycles of ( 1.1) is 
contained in a cylinder in the half-space Jo< 0, the &-axis being its sym- 
metric axis. On every hyperplane I., = -6 (6 > 0 small), the bifurcation 
diagram is that of the zeros of a polynomial of degree n - 1 over the inter- 
vat [ - 6, S] and this bifurcation diagram contains a simplex where there 
are exactly n limit cycles. 
Conjectures 1and 2 are theorems for n = 2 or 3. The reason the interval 
in conjecture 2 shrinks to a point as i, tends to zero comes from the saddle 
node bifurcation, as mentioned previously. The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 
1.2 will be based upon the notion of a regular Chehysher system. They will 
follow from 
THEOREM 1.3. Let {f,, . . . . fn} b e a regular Chebyshev system. Then the 
bijiircation diagrams of the zeros of p, f, + .. . + p, _ , f, _ , + fn and of 
v,+v,x+ ... +v,-*x “-2+~“-1 are the same. 
The proof of this theorem for C” Chebyshev systems will appear in the 
next section, which is an extract of Section 2 in [S]. In Section 3, we shall 
apply it to the cusp of order n, but by first extending it to a larger class of 
Chebyshev systems because f, is only C’ at h = 3. 
2. CHEBYSHEV SYSTEMS 
DEFINITION 2.1. A set {f,, f2, . . . . f,,} of n real-valued functions of class 
C”- ’ in an interval I is a Chebyshev system in I, if and only if any non- 
trivial linear combination of these functions admits in that interval at most 
n - 1 zeros, multiplicities taken into account. 
Remark. Some authors use instead the term “extended Chebyshev 
systems” to distinguish such systems from those which are not of class 
C”.- ’ and for which the standard notion of multiplicity (n- 1) is not 
defined. See [6 J. 
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The following matrix will play an important role in this paper: 
5 
. . . f,- ,(Gx,,) 
fitx,,) fiCxi~) ". fn--l(x~,) = Mm,, . . . . m,), 
where (1 +m,)+ ... +(l +m,)=n- I and adxi,<xi,< . . . <xi,+b. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let us suppose that the set {f,, . . . . f, _ , } is C”- ’ in an 
interual I. This set is a Chebysheti system if and only ifdet M(m,, . . . . m,) # 0 
for any choice of r distinct points in I, I < r < n - I. 
Proqf The equation Mp =0 is equivalent, for an unknown p, to the 
existence of n- I zeros, multiplicities taken into account. When it has a 
nontrivial solution, ~1, f, + . . . + p(n- ,f”-, has at least n - 1 zeros in I. If 
det Mf 0, then the equation has only the trivial solution. 1 
Let us now consider the nonhomogeneous linear system 
Mp= -B, (2.1) 
where M is defined as previously, p = (p,, . . . . pn- 1), and B= (fn(xi,), . . .. 
fn(xi,))‘. This equation is equivalent o the existence, for an unknown p, of 
n - 1 zeros of p, f, + . . . p, , fn _ , +f,,, multiplicities taken into account. If 
{f,, . . ..f. , } is a Chebyshev system, then the matrix M is invertible and 
to each such set of zeros corresponds a unique multiparameter p. The 
invertibility of M will be fundamental in what follows. This motivates the 
following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.2. A Chebyshev system of n functions in an interval I is 
regular in I if and only if the first (n - 1) functions are equally a Chebyshev 
system in I. 
In order to understand fully the statement of Theorem 1.3, we still need 
two other definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.3. F(x, p”) and G(x, v’) are zero-equivalent in an interval 
I if and only if: 
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(i) They have the same number of zeros in I, with F(a, $‘)= 
OoG(u,v’)=Oifaa~IandisanendpointofI. 
(ii) If .Y, <.Y?< . . . < X, and ~a, <J? < .. <J, are respectively the 
zeros of F and G in I, then x, (1 d Id r) is zero of the same multiplicity 
as Y,. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The bifurcation diagram of the zeros of F(x, p) is the 
partition f the parameter space ,U = (p, , . . . . p,, _, ) into the zero-equivalence 
classes of F. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The bifurcation diagrams of F(x, ,u) and G(x, v) are the 
same if and only if there exists a homeomorphism v = h(p) which preserves 
the preceding equivalence relation. 
Let us denote by 2, , the set {(x,, . . . . x,,- ,) (a 6 X, < . . . <x,.. , </I}. 
Since the faces of the simplex 6, _ I are characterized by equalities occur- 
ring among the x, values or equality with the end points a and/or b, let us 
denote by A(m,, . . . . m,) the set {(x,, . . . . x,. ,)/a<~,,< ... <x,,+b} such 
that 
x, = . . . =x,,= ... =x,,*, 
X m,+2= 
. . . =x;,= . . . =.r 
ml+m2+2 
x “I,+ +m, ,+r= ... = s,, = . = x,, , , 
where mi is a nonnegative integer. Let us remark that A(m,, . . . . m,) is not 
exactly a face of 6, , . For instance, when n = 3, d(0, 0) is the union of the 
interior of J”-, with 2 segments open at one end. See Fig. 2. 
In the case of a regular Chebyshev system, M(m,, . . . . m,) is invertible, 
and Eq. (2.1) defines a P-map, 
D(m,, . . . . m,): A(m,, . . ..m.)+ S(m,, . . ..m.)s KY ', 
from the simplex d(m,, . . . . m,) to its image S(m,, . . . . m,) in the parameter 
space ~1. D(m,,..., m ) is one-to-one; otherwise cc, I; + . . . + pL, ,1;1_ I+f, 
would have more than n - 1 zeros, multiplicities taken into account. Since 
where U stands for l.J::: t-J,,,,+ +m,+,=n-,, we can define a Co-map 
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FIG. 2. The triangle: 2,. The closure of the shaded region: s,. The dotted segment: A( 1). 
The dotted curve: S(1). 
where 3, _, denotes the compact topological simplex U S(m,, . . . . m,) and 
D = U D(m,, . . . . m,). See Fig. 2. Let us remark that r equalities of the 
type -~I,=xI,+I = ... =x/,+m, (ldi<r and xj=rMi+r<n-l) and the 
inequalities a < x, < ... <x,,< ... <x,<h (~=n- 1 -~;-,mi) define 
n - 1 - r - xr=, mi simple zeros of F and r zeros x,, with respective multi- 
plicity mi + 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 (See [S] for a complete proof). By definition f
D, the image of (U::i {x,=c})nJ,..,, f or a d c 6 b, is the intersection of 
S,-, with the hyperplane H,., whose equation is F(c)=p,f,(c) + . . . + 
pc,-,f ,,-, (c)+fJc)=O. Since (1,x ,..., xn ’ } is also a regular Chebyshev 
system, we can define a one-to-one P-map 
E: d, ,-‘R”_,ER”-’ 
from the simplex 6, _, to its image R, _ , . Then Es D- ‘:s, , + 1, _, 
sends S,. , n H, to the intersection of R, , with v, + vZc + . . . + cn ’ = 0. 
By using this special feature, we can continuously extend that map to the 
hyperplane H,, for all c, a < c < b. More generally, we can find a one-to- 
one continuous extension of Ea D ‘, for all the p-space, which sends 
any number of intersections of hyperplanes of type ,u, f,(c) + . . . + 
p”-lf”. ,(c)+f,(c) = 0, . . . . p,/yqc)+ ... +~“-,/~~~),(c)+fjlm’)(c) = 0,
to the corresponding intersections of hyperplanes in the v-space. This is 
possible since Eo D-’ does so when we restrict those hyperplanes to R,-, 
and S, _, . Then the bifurcation diagram of a polynomial of degree n - 1 
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over [a, h] is the continuous image of the bifurcation diagram of F over 
Ca, hl. I 
COROLLARY 2.2. The bifurcation diugrams of the zeros of an), two 
regular Chebvshet: systems of n junctions ure the same, whenever the cwf- 
Jicient of the n th function is a nonzero constun/. 
3. THE CUSP OF ORDER N 
We would like to use Theorem 1.3 to find the bifurcation diagram of the 
zeros of (1.7), for - f d h < 3 and 6 = 0. However, three major obstables 
arise: 
(1) I,( -2j3) = 0, where h = - ; corresponds to the focus. Then any 
sequence of I, cannot be a Chebyshev system on an interval including this 
point. 
(2) I, is only Co at h = 5. Then any sequence of I, cannot lit Defini- 
tion 2.1 on an interval including 3. 
(3) D does not necessarily admit a continuous extension on all 6, , . 
The first obstacle can be overcome by considering the function 
g, = I,.I,. Because I, is the area inside the closed curve I-,,, then IO # 0 
except for h = - 3 (the curve reduces to the focus). From the point of view 
of the bifurcation diagram of the limit cycles of ( 1.1) the study of the zeros 
of any linear combination of a certain umber of g, is equivalent o that 
of the corresponding linear combination of the Ik. 
The second obstacle will be solved when we shall define the multiplicity 
of a zero at a point where a function is Co (see Definition 3.1). 
The second and the third obstacles are closely related. Because of the 
definition fM(m, , . . . . m,), the image by D of a zero h of multiplicity > 1 
may tend for example to infinity ash is approaching $. But we shall show 
that under certain hypotheses D admits a continuous extension on all 
6, _, , even if a Chebyshev system is only r?’ at the end points of an inter- 
val (see Definition 3.3 and Proposition 3.4). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let F(x, p) be a continuous real-valued function on 
[a, 9 41 x R”, such that its n - 1 first derivatives with respect o x are 
continuous in ]a,, az[ x [Wm. If F(a,, PO) = 0, i = 1 or 2, ai is a zero of F at 
p = p” with multiplicity m ( 1 < m < n - 1) if and only if: 
(i) There exist a neighborhood No of p” and a neighborhood M of a, 
(in La,, a,]), such that F hay at most m zeros in M for p E No (multiplicities 
taken into account in M - { aif and with multiplicity one at a, if 
F(a,,pc)=O). 
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(ii) For any neighbourhood N c N, of p”, there exists p E N such that 
F has exactly m zeros in M (with the same rule for the multiplicities as in i)). 
Remark. Definition 3.1 is not equivalent o the standard definition f
multiplicity of a zero of a C”-function. For instance, 0 is a zero of multi- 
plicity 1 of p + x2 in [0, 1 ] for p = 0, but of multiplicity 2 of xZ according 
the standard definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let {f, , . . . . fn} be C” - ’ on ]a, b[ and Co at a and b. 
This set is a Chebysheo system in [a, b] if and only if, for /J #O, 
0x9 p)=p,f, + ... + p, f, admits at most n - 1 zeros in [a, b], multi- 
plicities taken into account. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A Chebyshev system {f,, . . . . f,,} which is c” in ]a, b[ 
and C? at a and b is regular in [a, b] if and only if the n - 1 first functions 
are also a Chebyshev system and if D admits a continuous extension on 
L (see the two paragraphs after Definition 2.5). 
THEOREM 3.1 (1.3b). Let {f,, . . . . f,) be a regular Chebyshev system in 
[a, b]. Then the bfurcation diagram of the zeros in [a, b] of 
p,fl+...+pLn.Ifn-I+fn and that of v,+,x+...+v,. ,x”~*+.Y” ’ 
are the same. 
Proof: The result follows by definition fthe multiplicity of a zero at 
the end points and by definition fregularity ofa Chebyshev system which 
implies the continuous extension of the map D (see Theorem 1.3). 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. If {f,,...,f,f is regular Chebyshev system in [a, b], 
then pI fl + ... + pL, _ , f, _, +f,, admits at most n - 1 zeros in [a, b], multi- 
plicities taken into account. 
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we need another definition a d some 
lemmas and propositions: 
DEFINITION 3.4. A Chebyshev system {JI, . . . . fn} in an interval I is an 
asymptotic sequence qf order n - 1 of polynomial type at xOc I if and only 
if, in a neighborhood N of x0, {fi, . . . . fi} is also a Chebyshev system for 
1 <i< n - 1 and if it satisfies the following conditions: for 2 <jG n, 
.&(x0) = 0 lim .-X,J;lf-l =O. 
Notation 3.1. Let f+, =f :,/f:, and for 3 <k G n: 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let { 1; ) . . . . j;, } b e an asymptotrc sequence of order n - I of 
polynomial type at X”E I. Set (h, ,} = {fk/f, i= (1, h,, . . . . h, I ‘(. Then 
f,#OinI,h; , # 0 in int( I) for I < i < n - 1 and lim h, ik = 0 (k > i) when 
x tends to x0. 
Proof See Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 in [S]. 1 
Notation 3.2. Let F= p, ji + pl I; + . . + pJ,. If we set F0 = F/f1 = 
~1 +~zh, + ... +/.A ,. then we shall denote by Fk the function 
F; ,/hi., k (1 < k < n - 1) defined in this way by recurrence. 
~OPOSlTlON 3.4. Let (1; ) . . . . fn} h e an asymptotic sequence of order 
n - 1 of polynomial type at x0 E I. Let N c I he a small neighborhood of x0. 
Then x E N is a zero of mtiftiplirity m (1 d m d n - 1) of Fix, ki) =
p,f,+pzfi+ ... +p,f, if and only if F,(x)=0 for O<k<m- 1 and 
F,,,(x) # 0. In particular, x0 is a zero of multiplicity m of F 4 and only if 
p,= . . . =,u,,,=Oandp,+,#O. 
Proof (See Proposition 3.3 in [S] for a detailed proof). Since f0 # 0 
in 1, F, has the same zeros in N as F. Since Fi’: = Ft’: ,/h’, , + ... + 
F, ,( l/h’, ,i)(J), where h; ., it- 0 in N - {x0} by Lemma 3.3, a little 
calculation shows that, if XE N - {x0}, F”‘(x)=0 for O<i$ m- 1 and 
F”“‘(x)#O if and only if F,(x)=0 for 06 i,<m- 1 and F,,,(x) #O. Since 
F,=~i+I+~i,,hl...(,+*,+ ... t~,-~h~...~,-~,+~c,h~...,~,-~~ and that by 
Lemma 3.3 lim h, ik = 0 (k > i) when x tends to Xa$ then at the limit, x9 
is a zero of F with multiplicity m if and only if F,(x,) = 0 for 0 < i < m - 1 
and F,,,(x,)#O, that is p,= ... =p,=O and p,,,+, #O. 1 
~OFOS~T~ON 3.5. Let s, = {f,, . . . . fn} and s,. 1 = {f, , . . . . fn 1 ) he two 
Chebyshec systems in [a, h]. Ifeach fk admits an expansion in an asymptotic 
sequence of order n - ! of polynomial type at each of the points a and b, then 
s, is a regular Chebyshel; system in [a, b]. 
Proof Let G(x,p)=c,(p)g, + ... +c,(p)g,, and H(x,p)=:d,(p)h, + 
. . + d,(p)h,, be the asymptotic expansions of F(x, p) = p, f, + . . + 
p, _, f,- , +fn at a and b, respectively. B  Proposition 3.4, for any x in a 
neighborhood N of a (or 6) it is possible to replace in (2. f) the equations 
I;“‘(x, p)= 0 by G,(x, p) = 0 (H,(x, p) = 0) to obtain equations which are 
continuous for every value of x in [a, b]. The new matrix MC obtained 
in this way is also continuous in [a, b]. By an argument similar to 
Proposition 2.1, this matrix MX is invertible in [a, b], since {/, , . . . ..f. ,} 
is a Chebyshev system in [a, b]. D admits a continuous extension on 
J”-I. 1 
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Notation 3.3. By resequencing the indices of the sequence {I,} (k # 2 
(mod 3)) with respect o their order, let us denote the new sequence by 
{Jo, J,, J,, . ..} and the sewen= {JkllO}, by { 1, ql, q2, . ..}. 
We would like to prove that (1, q,, . . . . qn- ,} is a regular Chebyshev 
system in [ - $, $1. Because Petrov proved in [8] that { 1, q,, . . . . qi} is a 
Chebyshev system for 0 < i < n, then by Proposition 3.5, it suffices toprove 
that any qk can be expanded at h = 3 in an asymptotic sequence of order 
n - 1 of polynomial type, or equivalently that it is also the case for each Jk 
since I, # 0 in a neighborhood of h = f. But Jk has rather an expansion 
with an infinite asymptotic sequence {u,,} (n b l), where for each n, {uk} 
(1 <k 6 n) is an asymptotic sequence of polynomial type. Then we cannot 
apply Proposition 3.5 directly. In [2] it is proved that each Jk admits an 
asymptotic expansion of the following type (x = f - h): 
Jk =ak, +a,,x In x+ a,,x+ ... +aktZn,x” In x+ akC2,,+ 1j~n+ .... (3.1) 
Then F(x,p)=p,J,+ ... +pn-,J,-z+J,-, has one of the following 
expansion: 
or 
c,(~)+c,(~)xlnx+c,(~)x+ ... +c,(j~)x~lnx 
+ C2k+ I(p)Xk + R(x, p)v if n=2k+l, 
c,(p) + c2(p)x In x + cJp)x + ... + c,(p)xk In x + R(x, ~0, if n =2k, 
(3.2) 
where ci=p,a,, + ... + Pi-, a,(,_ ,, + ai,, and R(x, p) is the remainder. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If in expression (3.1) ~~(0) = 0 for 1 <i< m and 
c, + I(O) # 0, then for a sifficiently small p, F(x, p) admits at most m zeros 
in [0, E]. 
ProoJ See proof in [2]. 1 
Under the same hypothesis as that of Proposition 3.5, to prove that x = 0 
is a zero of multiplicity m of F(x, p) at /J= pO, we must show that part (ii) 
of Definition 3.1 is satisfied. If the ci, 1 < i 6 m, can be chosen arbitrarily in 
a small neighborhood of 0, then to obtain m zeros we choose a sequence 
of ci such that cici+ ,~0, c,,-,c,<Oand lci] 6 Ici+,l (see [4]). In general 
this is not always possible since ci is a function of p. But in our case, we 
have the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. c = (c, , . . . . c, _ 1 ) is an invertible mapping of 
p = (P, 9 . . . . P” .- I). 
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Proof: It will be proved through the following lemmas. 1 
LEMMA 3.8. The coej&cient of a,, in the asymptotic expansion of J, is 
nor;eroanddet(c,,,o,)#O, whereu,=(a,,,u,,,)andc,=(a,,,a,,). 
Proof: By definition of Jo, a,, is the area inside the loop h = 4. 
P = - J,/JO satisfies thefollowing Ricatti equation (see [9]): (9h’ - 4) P’ = 
7P’ + 3hP - 5. One can show that as h tends to 3, P’ tends to - x. But 
J,lJ,=u,,lao,+(a,,a,z -a,,a,,)/(a,,)2xInx+ R(x), 
where R’(0) is finite. Then (a0,a12 - a,,a,,) # 0. 1 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let us suppose that f(x) admits an asymptotic expan- 
sion of the form (3.1). We define the vector of order n of/ as the vector 
formed of the coefficient of 1, x In x, x, . . . in the expansion, in this order 
and up to the n th function. 
LEMMA 3.9. The n by n matrix A(n) such that its (k + 1) th line is the 
vector qf order n of J, is invertible. 
Proof: In [9] we find the following result (2k + 5)Zk = -6(k - 2)hI,. 3 
+3(2k- l)I,-, for ka3 and Iz=I,. Then J,=R,,(h)J,+R,(h)J, where 
R, is a polynomial. R, has the higher degree for n = 2k + i B 2 (k > 0 and 
i = 0 or 1). Its degree is [n/2]. Then it is possible to write hc”“‘JO and 
hc”:21J, as linear combinations of the Jk (0 G k <n - 1). If we replace h by 
2 i-~, the statement is still valid for ,Y [““]J (i=O or 
that the asymptotic series of .x~“~*~J~ starts at x[““~ 
1). Let us remark 
and that of x~““~J, 
at xrnjZ1 or .~t”‘~~ + ’In X. Using these linear combinations on the lines 
of matrix A, then the (2k +i)th line becomes the vector of order n of 
.x?“~‘~J The new matrix is almost triangular (triangular if a,, =O). 
Since by Lemma 3.8 det A( 1) # 0 and det A(2) # 0, then it is possible to 
obtain an upper triangular matrix with determinant equal to det A(n) = 
det A(l))‘(det A(2))[“j2’ (n=2k+j> 1, j=O or 1 and k>O). i 
PR0P0slTl0~ 3.10. { I, q, , . . . . q,, _ , } is a regular Chebyshev system in 
c-f, $1. 
Proof. As mentioned before, Petrov proved in [8] that { 1, q,, . . . . qi} is 
a Chebyshev system for 0 < i< n. The result follows from the previous 
discussion and the fact that we can use (as in Proposition 3.5) the 
asymptotic expansion of F(x, p) = p, J, + . . . + u, _ 1 J, _, + J, at h = f to 
define a zero x of multiplicity m of F(x, p) for any x E [f - E, $1 and then 
obtain new continuous equations (2.1) with a new continuous invertible 
matrix M*. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. It follows from Proposition 3.10 and 
Corollary 2.2. n 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let us consider the following linear combination: 
F(x,c)=c,+c,q,+ . ..+c. ,qn-*+qn-,. 
We know, by Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 3.10, that there exists a 
homeomorphism a =4(c) such that the zeros of F are those of a polyno- 
mial of degree n- 1. Then it suffices to let a =&#I)), where 
P=(P*~-.rP,-,). I 
4. CONCLUSION 
The method used to find the bifurcation diagram of the limit cycles of 
the cusp of order n can be applied to any problem where there is a regular 
Chebyshev system. That happens in many situations. 
Petrov has shown (see Roussarie [9]), for instance, that the real 
n-dimensional function space generated by any linear combination of n 
linearly independent integrals J o (o = ,4(x, y) dx + B(x, y) dy) over the 
nonsingular ovals of H= y* +x2 -x4 or H=y3 +x3 + XL’ is Chebyshev. 
Similar conclusions as those obtained for the cusp of order n can be drawn 
for those cases. 
There is also another field where this method may be useful: the search 
for the local zeros of a family F(x, p) which can be expanded in an 
asymptotic sequence of the form 
Q,(P)f*(X, p)+ ... +an(~)fn(x~)+ R(x, cl), 
where R(x, p) stands for the remainder and where the sequence f,, . . . . f,, is 
a locally regular Chebyshev system for each small p. Such an expression 
arises in the study of the zeros of the distance function ear a homoclinic 
loop. The cases n= 1 and 2 have been studied in [4]. We intend to explore 
that avenue in an upcoming article inorder to find the generic behavior of 
the limit cycles in a neighborhood of a homoclinic loop in the general case. 
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